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Page One (Five Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Sensitive Klegg on a MC1 sidewalk, just walking down the street towards us, looking 
embarrassed as several citizens run screaming towards us in absolute terror. Sensitive 
looks hugely self-conscious about this. He’s dressed, has a carry bag. Trying to be a 
suburban Klegg but everyone keeps FREAKING OUT around him. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “To paraphrase the celebrated American 

historical figure Bruce Springsteen...” 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “... it’s hard to be a Klegg in the city.” 
 
CITIZEN 1:    AAAAAHHHH!!!! RUN!!! 
 
CITIZEN 2:    KLEGG! KLEGGGGGG!!!!! 
 
 
Panel Two 
Sensitive Klegg is stopped by two patrol Judges. Both have their lawgivers pointed at 
him. Sensitive Klegg has his hands up in surrender. 
 
JUDGE 1:  ESCAPED KLEGG!!! 
 
JUDGE 2:  Going for the ‘all you can eat buffet’ on some 

tasty Mega City citizen flesh, Klegg? NOT 
TODAY! 

 
KLEGG:  NO! PLEASE! I’M... I’M JUST GOING TO 

GIVE SOME BOOKS BACK TO THE 
LIBRARY! I HAVE A PERMIT SIGNED BY 
THE CHIEF JUDGE! 

 
 
Panel Three 
A few minutes later, the two Judges, one eyeing Sensitive warily, are reading a digital 
permit that has the Justice Department badge on it. Sensitive looks on, worried. The 
Judges have lowered their guns. 
 
JUDGE 1:  Chief Judge-signed citizenship papers. It’s the 

one who helped save the city from the LUNA-2 
invasion. 

 
JUDGE 2:  ‘Sensitive Klegg’... Man. What kinda sick times 

are we living in? 
 
 
Panel Four 
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Klegg wanders off towards us, waving back in a friendly manner back at the two 
Judges (now in background of shot). In front of him, a citizen has come round the 
corner, spotted Sensitive Klegg and freezes in horror, pointing. 
 
JUDGE 1:  OK, off you go. Make sure you don’t cause a stampede 

or we’ll book you for incitement. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG:  Thank you, Judges. I won’t. Have a wonderful day. 
 
CITIZEN:   AHHHH!! A KLEGG! RUN!! 
 
 
Panel Five 
Cut to the Klegg in the library, reading a book. ‘Little Women’ by Louisa May Alcott. 
Behind him, hiding in terror behind bookshelves, staring at him, their eyes visible 
through gaps in the bookshelves, are the other library users. Several of them are 
plainly oldsters/ He’s trying to ignore this. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I try and fit in. I don’t want to make a fuss. I 

just.... sometimes I pick up on the vague feel 
that I’m not wanted here.” 

 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “Little things, mainly.” 
 
LIBRARIAN (whispered): Pass me the tazer, Myrtle. 
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Page Two (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Sensitive Klegg in a diner, sat across from Dirty Frank in a Low Life diner. Klegg 
near pleading with Frank, who, distracted and troubled, is drawing a smiley face in 
the condensation on the window. There are several other smiley faces in the 
condensation, previously drawn by Frank. (this is a subtle nod to Frank’s obsession 
with Judge Smiley, which will come into play in the next series of Low Life). 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I’ve looked for work here.” 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG: You mentioned a promotion to Rear Admiral? 

Would that still be in the offing, Board Member 
Frank? 

 
FRANK (small): Hmmm. Sorry, Kleggy... bit distracted... what 

was that? 
 
 
Panel Two 
Small panel. One of those condensation smiley faces close up.  
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “It was explained to me, via the unexpected 

medium of charades, that Overdrive Inc were no 
longer in business.” 

 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I was now one of Mega City One’s long-term 

unemployed.” 
 
 
Panel Three 
Sensitive Klegg sat on a park bench, alone, at night. Looking sad. Staring up at ‘us’. 
We’ll see what he’s looking at in a second. It’s the stars. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “Living on a planet where my species were not 

exactly welcomed.” 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I’ve always tried to be a positive Klegg but...” 
 
 
Panel Four 
What Sensitive is looking at. The stars, filling the Mega City One sky. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “...I was very lonely.” 
 
 
Panel Five 
Cut to Sensitive Klegg in an admin office. He has accidentally smashed his keyboard 
to pieces with his giant sausage fingers and looks, incredulous, at his manager who is 
going crazy at him. Other temps look on. 
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SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “Still, via my Justice Department commendation 

for bravery, I managed to get a period of what I 
believe humans refer to as ‘temp work.’” 

 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I swore I would pour my heart and soul into 

this noble and worthwhile endeavour.” 
 
MANAGER:   JUST, GENTLY... TAP THE KEYBOARD, , 

CROCO-MORON!... THAT’S THE FIFTH 
ONE!! 

 
 
Panel Six 
Cut to speed dating. A shy Sensitive Klegg, in a suit and tie. Sits at a table across 
from us. Sheepishly smiling. A number held up in front of him (8). The woman sat 
across from him (her back is to us), is backing away in terror. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “Glenn from the office suggested I try speed 

dating.” 
 
KLEGG:  I am looking for friendship, my favourite colour 

is turquoise and my favourite food is the pulsing 
heart of a Lultfeshon-3 moon slug. You? 

 
DATE:   AIIIEEEE!!! KLEGGGGG!!! 
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Page Three (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Later in the speed dating, one of the girls is talking to Sensitive Klegg and appears to 
be very friendly. He’s smiling at her. In the background, we can see several speed 
dating members hiding behind overturned tables, peeking over the top of them in 
terror etc. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “In a wonderful turn of fate, one of the less 

hysterical speed daters turned out to be an 
Entertainment Vid Show researcher.” 

 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “A lovely girl. She seemed very interested in me 

and asked if I would be willing to be 
interviewed for her show?” 

 
KLEGG:  No, no. I never eat people. 
 
 
Panel Two 
Cut to Sensitive Klegg being filmed in a studio, interviewed by two presenters. Chris, 
you can make this MC1’s version of The One Show if you like (or go with what you 
have in mind). But the One Show’s PURE BANALITY seems to fit here. 
 
SENSTIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I appeared on her very popular show and talked 

extensively about my dreams, my poetry and my 
abiding love of human literature.” 

 
KLEGG:  No, no. I never eat people. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I was... I think it’s fair to say... somewhat 

bruised by show and the presenters’ summary.” 
 
 
Panel Three 
Cut to Klegg in his tiny apartment (he can barely move in it). Shocked as he watches 
the smiley-faced presenters on his VID SCREEN. 
 
PRESENTER 1: Boy, I thought Kleggs were supposed to be 

fearsome, not tiresome? 
 
PRESENTER 2: After sitting through that, Andrea, I for one feel 

we should invade the Klegg homeworld and 
wipe out their entire race.   

 
PRESENTER 1: Hmm. Genocide. Good thing or bad thing? 

Viewers, press your screen now. 
 
 
Panel Four 
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Chris, this is a three-panel sequence. With our ‘camera’ being in the same position for 
all three. Cut to Sensitive Klegg on a busy sidewalk outside a city block. He looks 
emotional, sad. And he spots, in foreground of our shot, a tiny flower sprouting out of 
the cracks in the sidewalk. NB – he’s still wearing the suit and tie combo here. The 
tie will come into play next page or so. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “It is a strange, sad thing to feel like you don’t 

belong...” 
 
 
Panel Five 
Sensitive Klegg stops and bends down to examine this rare thing. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “... in the place you live. In the skin you were 

born into...” 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG: ... a flower. 
 
 
Panel Six 
And where Sensitive Klegg was standing, because he’s stopped, the man who was 
behind him, who has walked past Sensitive Klegg, is crushed to death by a falling 
grand piano. If Kleggy hadn’t stopped for the flower, it would’ve been him.  
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I am destitute mortality. The ice-cold inertia of 

a life without meaning.” 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “And my line manager says I have great big 

smelly sausage finger...” 
 
FX:   KRUUUUNCCHH!! 
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Page Four (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Everyone stands, stunned, staring at the wreckage of the grand piano and the man 
(what’s left of him). Sensitive Klegg among them. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG: Ah...  
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG: ... the sweet bruise of empathy. 
 
 
Panel Two 
Klegg looks up at city block, which is towering high above.. On a balcony 40 floors 
up, a figure can just be seen looking over, down at him. This figure is can’t be 
identified from this height, plainly. But he’s staring down at the scene. Angry at 
having missed the Klegg. 
 
FIGURE (small):   Crap. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “Poor man. A removal accident, plainly. How 

traumatic for him.” 
 
 
Panel Three 
Good establishing shot of DREDD who pulls up on his Lawmaster alongside another 
Judge (Giant) to deal with the scene. In the background is a row of citizens. Amidst 
the crowd, far taller than the others, is Sensitive Klegg. But that’s background stuff. 
This is about Dredd. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I’m sure the Judges will be sympathetic to his 

plight.” 
 
DREDD:  CITIZENS! DISPERSE! THIS IS A CRIME 

SCENE! YOU ONLY GET ONE WARNI... 
 
 
Panel Four 
Dredd freezes as, out of the corner of his eye, he spots Sensitive Klegg, who waves 
enthusiastically at him from the crowd, who are starting to disperse. Dredd’s spotted 
him but doesn’t want to look fully at him/full eye contact. Dredd REALLY wishes he 
wasn’t there and maybe... by ignoring him... he’ll go away. 
 
NO DIALOGUE 
 
 
Panel Five 
Virtually a repeat panel, but Giant leans into Dredd, who hasn’t moved. In the 
background, we can still see Sensitive Klegg waving as the citizens disperse. Dredd 
utterly grim and deadpan. 
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GIANT:  Dredd. 
 
DREDD (small): Mm..  
 
GIANT:  There’s a Klegg over there waving at you.  
 
GIANT:  Enthusiastically. 
 
DREDD (small): ... 
 
 
Panel Six 
Cut to a few minutes later and Klegg is enthusiastically talking to Judge Dredd. Very 
pleased to see him. Giant keeps the Klegg back. Dredd looks like he’s having a 
migraine because of this. Refuses to make eye contact with Kleggy. Plainly would 
love to beat him unconscious with his daystick to stop him talking.  
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I had not seen Judge Dredd since we saved 

each other’s lives in LUNA-2. Such an action 
forms a strong bond.” 

 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I had left innumerable vid-messages for him 

since that time but none were returned...” 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “He is a VERY busy man.” 
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Page Five (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Dredd checks the crime scene while Giant listens to Klegg who points up at where the 
piano had come from. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “I explained in intricate detail to Judge Dredd’s 

contemporary what had just occurred.” 
 
KLEGG:  ... crap. 
 
 
Panel Two 
Dredd and Giant run into the building, Lawgivers out. Sensitive Klegg, a bit sad, 
watches them go. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION: “And then they were off.” 
 
KLEGG:  It was very good to see you again, Judge Dredd! 
 
 
Panel Three 
Sensitive Klegg, looking sad on the sidewalk. He tries to be optimistic but he gets that 
Dredd didn’t speak to him. But we’re seeing this through a set of binoculars from up 
on another rooftop across the road. 
 
KLEGG (small):   ... goodbye. 
 
 
Panel Four 
Sensitive Klegg has returned to his crappy apartment. It is tiny. He can hardly move 
around in it. He stares at it/us with an overriding sadness. There is a large, thick, metal 
suspension bar across the ceiling. It’s our point of focus. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION:  “And so I returned home...” 
 
 
Panel Five 
He has taken off his tie and stares down at it, considering it, pulling it into a noose 
like shape. Very sad eyed. He’s going to hang himself. 
 
SENSITIVE KLEGG CAPTION:  “For the final time...” 
 
 
Panel Six 
He has hung the tie, as a makeshift noose, from the metal bar. Has placed a chair 
beneath it. His intentions are clear. He stares at it with great gravitas. And then the 
vid-phone rings off to the side. He doesn’t look at it. 
 
FX:    BZZZZZZZ! 
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FX:    BZZZZZZZ! 
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Page Six (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Weary-eyed, Sensitive Klegg stares at his vid-phone. There is a text message there. 
 
KLEGG:   What’s this? 
 
KLEGG:   A message from yesterday... 
 
 
Panel Two 
Close-up on the vid message screen. The words read: Congratulations KLEGG, you 
have been chosen to be the latest victim of THE HUNTERS CLUB of Mega-City 
One. That’s right! You are about to be hunted down and SLAIN! Good luck – 
and good running! (NB – this is pretty much the original text from the Hunters 
Club’s first story). 
 
NO DIALOGUE 
 
 
Panel Three 
Close-up on Klegg’s confused, alarmed eyes. WIDE suddenly. Not depressed. Scared. 
 
KLEGG:   ... The Hunters Club? 
 
KLEGG (small):  Shouldn’t that have an apostrophe? 
 
 
Panel Four 
The front door of Sensitive Klegg’s apartment suddenly EXPOLODES inwards, 
knocking him down. 
 
FX:    BOOOOOM!!! 
 
 
Panel Five 
Klegg is down, covered in debris. Smoke fills the room. And, in what was once the 
doorway, a silhouetted figure carrying a Mega City One equivalent of an ELEPHANT 
GUN, steps forwards. This is BARRY THE HUNTER. We’ll get a good look at him 
next episode. But think Roger Moore in a MC1 version of Great white hunter gear, 
complete with the requisite safari hat. That gun is too big for him. 
 
KLEGG:   <cough> 
 
BARRY:  Heh. Piers missed you with the piano, Klegg, but, you 

are dealing with a different class of Hunter here. 
 
BARRY:  And I have a COLOSSAL weapon. 
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Panel Six 
Close-up on the Elephant Gun as Barry fires it. It seems Klegg has had it. 
 
BARRY:  ROBO-ELEPHANT GUN! 
 
BARRY:  THE HIDE SHALL BE MINE!! 
 
FX:   THOOOOOOM!! 
 
 
END OF EPISODE ONE 
 
NEXT EPISODE: Hide and Seek! 
 
 
 
 


